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A DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION SOLVER FOR LARGE SCALE1

TIME-HARMONIC FLOW ACOUSTICS PROBLEMS2

Abstract. This article is devoted to the numerical resolution of high frequency time-harmonic3
flow acoustic problems. We use a substructured optimized non-overlapping Schwarz domain de-4
composition method as a solver in order to significantly reduce the memory footprint required by5
such problems. To accelerate the convergence of the iterative solver we develop suitable transmis-6
sion conditions based on local approximations of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator, taking into7
account convection by strongly non-uniform mean flows. The development relies on the construction8
of absorbing boundary conditions through microlocal analysis and pseudo-differential calculus. We9
analyze the potential of the method in academic settings and subsequently propose a robust domain10
decomposition methodology for problems of industrial relevance modelled by the Pierce linearized11
acoustic operator. The algorithm is implemented in an open-source high-order finite element library.12
It allows to solve challenging three-dimensional problems with more than one billion high-order13
unknowns, by taking full advantage of modern computer architectures.14

Key words. Absorbing boundary conditions, optimized Schwarz method, high-performance15
computing, high frequency problems, Pierce operator, domain decomposition16
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1. Introduction. The reduction of noise emissions in the transport industry18

has become of increasing importance in the past decades. Noise simulation tools19

are crucial to support experimental techniques and lower the design cost of quiet20

technologies. The present work is motivated by aeroacoustics applications. Solving21

all the scales of the aeroacoustic problem requires tremendous numerical resolution22

and modeling effort. We focus instead on a hybrid approach, where the mean flow23

and acoustic perturbations are solved in separated steps. Such an approach is relevant24

in the context of aeroacoustics analogies (see e.g. [40, 51]), in which acoustic sources25

are extracted from a mean flow computation in a first step, and are propagated26

thanks to a wave-like partial differential equation in a second step. Various wave27

propagation models exist depending on the mean flow assumptions and presupposed28

flow-acoustic interactions. One of the most complete model for non-viscous flows29

without heat conduction and linear acoustic perturbations is the linearized Euler30

equations (LEEs). The LEEs support acoustic, hydrodynamic and entropy waves31

and their linear interactions. It is a vector partial differential equation describing32

five acoustic variables in three-dimensions, that remains costly and is subjected to33

numerical instabilities. We focus our study on the Pierce operator [57], which has the34

advantage to be described by a single scalar variable. It can provide an accurate35

alternative to the LEEs, especially in the high frequency limit [37]. Derived for36

arbitrary steady base flow, the operator is more general than the linearized potential37

equation from Goldstein [30] which is limited to potential homentropic mean flows.38

The Pierce operator has the advantage to be self-adjoint. Its resolution can be used39

as a black-box tool for optimization, compute tailored Green’s functions or solve40

inversion problems such as sound source localization. We refer to the study initiated41

in [37] for more details.42

The Pierce operator takes the form of a convected wave operator with variable43

coefficients44

P = −ρ0
D

Dt

(
1

ρ20c
2
0

D

Dt

)
+∇ ·

(
1

ρ0
∇
)
,

D

Dt
= ∂t + v0 · ∇,45

46

where ρ0(x), c0(x) are respectively the density and speed of sound of the mean flow,47

1
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2 P. MARCHNER, H. BÉRIOT, S. LE BRAS, X. ANTOINE AND C. GEUZAINE

and v0(x) is the vector velocity field, which is assumed to be subsonic so that the48

condition ∥v0(x)∥/c0(x) < 1 holds. These quantities are data of the problem, which49

are computed in advance by a stationary flow solver, typically a Reynolds-averaged50

Navier–Stokes (RANS) solver. For a potential mean flow a non-linear Poisson solver51

can be used [28].52

For turbomachinery applications it is customary to solve such a PDE in the53

frequency domain, because fixed frequency tones are often the main noise contribution54

[7]. Moreover porous material or acoustic liners are difficult to model in the time-55

domain. For all these reasons an efficient and accurate frequency-domain resolution56

of such an operator is critical, in particular at high frequencies.57

At the mathematical level, time-harmonic wave propagation problems are noto-58

riously difficult to solve at high frequencies [23]. The usual variational formulation59

of such problems are complex-valued and strongly indefinite. The strong indefinit-60

ness of the problem leads to inefficient iterative solvers, and makes preconditioners61

challenging to design [22]. As a result, direct solvers are generally advocated in the in-62

dustry. High frequency problems face two major numerical difficulties: i) the number63

of discretization points per wavelength must grow significantly to avoid the pollution64

effect, especially for problem with flow convection [11]; ii) the memory requirement65

for direct solvers grows roughly as O(ω3) for a fixed numerical resolution, making high66

frequency problems out of reach in practice. The first difficulty has been significantly67

reduced thanks to the progress of high-order discretization methods. In this work we68

use a conformal high-order finite element discretization based on integrated Legendre69

polynomials [61]. Order adaptivity rules have been designed [12, 10] to leverage the70

pollution effect. The counterpart of using a high-order basis is the increase of the71

matrix filling, which induces a higher memory footprint.72

The second difficulty is common to all discretization methods, where the com-73

puter memory dictates the high frequency limit that can be simulated. Solutions to74

time-harmonic PDEs are non-local in space and highly oscillatory, making most of nu-75

merical algorithms hard to parallelize. Direct solvers can take advantage of the linear76

system structure and use efficient distributed parallelism strategies based on graph77

partitioning methods [4]. While it provides significant speed ups, memory overhead78

and scalability limits the applicability of direct solvers to a large number of processes79

[38]. This is expected since a pure algebraic parallel approach requires the factoriza-80

tion of a fully populated Schur complement system. Improvements of direct solvers81

were achieved in the recent years thanks to Block-Low Rank compression [3] combined82

with mixed-precision arithmetic [1]. The applicability to large scale time-harmonic83

problems is an active research topic.84

The purpose of this article is to address the second difficulty based on a domain85

decomposition strategy at the continuous level. We reformulate the Pierce radiation86

problem using an optimized Schwarz domain decomposition method [26, 6] posed on87

the partition interfaces, and propose a hybrid direct-iterative solver suitable for high88

frequency computations on a distributed memory architecture. The computational89

domain is split into independent non-overlapping subdomains where a direct solver is90

called, and the global interface problem is solved in parallel by an iterative method.91

In that way we take advantage of direct solvers for medium size problems, and rely on92

solving iteratively an interface problem of smaller size. The resolution of the interface93

problem amounts to solve a Schur complement system at the algebraic level.94

Domain decomposition also inherits from the strong indefiniteness of time-harmonic95

problems. The original Schwarz method does not converge for such problems and the96

issue was resolved in the early 1990’s by Lions [41] and Després [17]. An appro-97
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DD FOR LARGE SCALE TIME-HARMONIC FLOW ACOUSTICS 3

priate choice of transmission conditions between the subdomains is required for fast98

convergence, which depends directly on the underlying PDE. The ideal transmission99

condition is given by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map relative to the complemen-100

tary of each subdomain, which is the continuous equivalent of the Schur complement.101

Major developments were made over the years in order to build local approximations102

of the DtN map and accelerate the convergence of the iterative solver, including op-103

timal [26], high-order [15, 50], Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) based [21, 64, 60] or104

non-local [54] transmission operators. They act as a preconditioner for the global105

interface, Schur complement system. Let us mention that these developments are106

intimately related to the design of non-reflecting boundary conditions, as we will see107

in the article.108

A global communication strategy, that allows to propagate information at a larger109

scale, is however necessary to achieve scalability with the number of subdomains.110

Sweeping preconditionners [70] or coarse space corrections [14] could be used for that111

purpose. We refer to [27] for a review and general discussion of the many existing112

approaches. Most of these developments were applied to the Helmholtz or Maxwell113

equations, but less work have been devoted to problems with convection and variable114

coefficients with the exception of [68]. The objective of the paper is to propose a115

robust domain decomposition approach for industrial radiation problems governed by116

the Pierce equation.117

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 explains how to obtain a family of118

high-order absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) accounting for strong convection119

and variable coefficients. In particular we show robustness of the ABCs at Mach num-120

bers close to 1 for a convex boundary shape, for which difficulties have been raised121

in the literature [31, 9]. The construction follows the pioneer approach from [20] and122

extends the work initiated in [45]. In Section 3, we apply the optimized Schwarz123

method to the Pierce operator, and propose suitable transmission operators inspired124

from the ABCs. We show the performance of the domain decomposition algorithm125

on academic problems, for which the performance is quasi-optimal for simple shaped126

interfaces as a direct extension to [15]. In Section 4, we highlight the challenges of127

applying the domain decomposition method in more realistic settings. We address128

the integration of complex boundary conditions and propose a practical methodol-129

ogy using a second order transmission operator to handle large scale high frequency130

problems. We demonstrate the scalability of the algorithm on medium size problems,131

before showcasing its ability to solve large scale problems of industrial relevance by132

computing the noise radiated by the intake and the exhaust of a high by-pass ratio133

aircraft engine. This leads to the solution of three-dimensional finite element prob-134

lems with more than a billion high-order unknowns on massively parallel, distributed135

memory architectures. We conclude by mentioning some perspectives and limitations.136

Notations. Through all the article we use the e+ıωt time-harmonic convention,137

with ω the angular frequency. We introduce the vector Mach number M(x) =138

v0(x)/c0(x), with M = (Mx,My,Mz)
T being its components in a local Cartesian139

coordinate system (x, y, z). The Mach number is defined to be the positive scalar140

quantity M = ∥M∥, and we introduce the Prandtl-Glauert factor β =
√
1−M2.141

The local wavenumber is denoted k0 = ω/c0(x).142

2. Non-reflecting boundary conditions with convection and variable143

coefficients. This section is devoted to the design of non-reflecting boundary condi-144

tions for flow acoustics. We focus our study on absorbing boundary conditions, that145

are more direct to use in a domain decomposition context compared to other domain146
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4 P. MARCHNER, H. BÉRIOT, S. LE BRAS, X. ANTOINE AND C. GEUZAINE

truncation techniques such as perfectly matched layers or infinite elements.147

Many time-harmonic problems are posed in an unbounded domain. It is well-148

known that a Sommerfeld-like radiation condition must be satisfied at infinity in149

order to have a well-posed boundary value problem. Radiation conditions that take150

into account convection effects can be found in [37, 63, 13]. An accurate truncation of151

the computational domain must be devised for volume based discretization methods,152

which is not obvious in the presence of spatially varying mean flow properties.153

Applying a radiation condition on a finite boundary leads a non-local Dirichlet-to-154

Neumann (DtN) map. In this section we adopt the point of view of pseudodifferential155

calculus and approximate the DtN map through its symbol, that allows us to propose156

high-order absorbing boundary conditions. We obtain the exact DtN map for the half-157

space convected Helmholtz problem, from which we deduce an approximation of the158

DtN map for the Pierce operator on a general convex boundary and arbitrary mean159

flow orientation. To implement the ABCs we use an operator localization procedure.160

We conclude the section by showing numerical results of a point source radiation161

problem with a Mach number close to 1.162

2.1. DtN map for Pierce operator. We here derive the symbol of the DtN163

map for the outgoing wave associated to the Pierce partial differential operator. The164

starting point is the formal factorization of the operator along its characteristics rays165

using Nirenberg’s factorization theorem [53]. The factorization guarantees that the166

rays are solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equations [33], such that the characteristics167

carry the group velocity of the wave. The theory has been extended in [43] for general168

operators with variable coefficients. The study of the rays for the Pierce equation can169

be found in [62, Chap. 2.7].170

We work with the half-space domain Ω = {x ∈ R3;x ≤ 0} delimited by the171

vertical boundary Γ = {x = 0}. We highlight that the following derivation can172

be extended to curved boundaries using the tangent plane approximation in a local173

coordinate system (n, τ 1, τ 2) attached to Γ. Here n is the outward unit normal to Γ,174

and (τ 1, τ 2) is an orthonormal basis to the tangent plane. In the half-space case we175

use the canonical basis of R3. As a preliminary step we normalize the Pierce operator176

P∗(ω,x, ∂x) =
ρ0

(1−M2
x)

P(ω,x, ∂x),177
178

where (1 − M2
x) ̸= 0 because the mean flow is assumed to be subsonic. Since the179

Pierce operator is a second order operator, the Nirenberg’s factorization theorem for180

the reflected wave states that there exists two pseudodifferential operators (Λ+,Λ−)181

of order +1 such that182

P∗ =
(
∂x + ıΛ+

) (
∂x + ıΛ−)+R,(2.1)183184

where (Λ+,Λ−) are associated to respectively the outgoing and incoming characteris-185

tics rays, and R ∈ OPS−∞ is a regularizing pseudodifferential operator following the186

definition in [65]. In order to cancel the outgoing reflected wave on the non-reflecting187

boundary Γ, we must satisfy the relation, for a wavefield u188

∂xu = −ıΛ+u, on Γ.(2.2)189190

We can then define Λ+
|Γ := H1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ) to be the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map191

for the outgoing wave. We define the symbol λ+ of Λ+ as its partial Fourier integral192
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representation in the tangential coordinate system attached to Γ193

Λ+u =

∫
R2

λ+(τ , ξ)û(ξ)eıτ ·ξdξ, τ ∈ Γ,(2.3)194
195

where û(ξ) is the Fourier transform of u. We use the notation Λ+ = Op(λ+) to196

relate the operator to its symbol. To find the form of the operator Λ+, we expand197

the factorization (2.1) and identify the first and zeroth order x-derivatives terms with198

the Pierce operator written in the local coordinate system (x, y, z). After algebraic199

manipulations detailed in Appendix A, we obtain the operator equation200

(1−M2
x)

(
(Λ+)2 + ıOp{∂xλ+}

)
+ ı(A1 +A0)(Λ

+) = (B2 + B1).(2.4)201202

The operators (A1,A0) and (B2,B1) are differential operators indexed by their degree203

of homogeneity with respect to (ω, ξ), because the angular frequency ω is interpreted204

as the symbol of the time-derivative. We have found a Ricatti-type equation for the205

operator Λ+, which is nothing but a reformulation of the Pierce equation as a one-way206

equation.207

2.2. Computation of the principal symbol. The next step is to look for208

the symbol λ+ instead of computing Λ+ directly. To do so we work with the set of209

classical symbols introduced by Hörmander [33]. This allows to use the asymptotic210

expansion λ+ ∼
∑∞

j=−1 λ
+
−j , where each symbol is homogeneous of order (−j) with211

respect to (ω, ξ). The equivalence class ∼ means that the reminder is a symbol of212

rapid polynomial decay in ξ, associated to a smooth integral operator. Concretely we213

can give a notion of “convergence” for pseudodifferential operator, which here takes214

the form of a high frequency limit.215

Moreover we have a set of calculus rules for classical symbols that allows to216

obtain λ+
−j algebraically. Moving the operator equation (2.4) at the symbol level, we217

can identify the homogeneous second order terms thanks to the composition rule for218

pseudo-differential calculus [65],219

(1−M2
x)(λ

+
1 )

2 + ıσ(A1)λ
+
1 = σ(B2),220221

where σ( . ) denotes the symbol of the operator. Solving the polynomial of degree two222

for λ+ gives two possibilities for the principal symbol223

λ+
1 =

1

1−M2
x

[
−Mx(k0 −Mτ · ξ)±

√
k20 − 2k0Mτ · ξ − β2|ξ|2

]
,(2.5)224

225

where Mτ = (My,Mz)
T is the vector Mach number projected onto the tangential226

basis. The expression matches the dispersion relation for a plane wave. To select the227

sign in front of the square-root we can simply look that at the high frequency limit228

k0 → +∞, which gives λ+
1 → k0

−Mx±1
1−M2

x
. Since we target a positive group velocity for229

the outgoing wave, we select the positive sign and find λ+
1 → k0/(1 +Mx). Another230

point of view consists in comparing λ+
1 with the group velocity of a plane wave along231

the normal direction of the boundary, see [44]. Keeping the negative sign in front of the232

square-root gives the principal symbol λ−
1 associated to the incoming characteristic.233

It is possible in theory to find the next terms of the symbol asymptotic expansion, as234

done in [45] for a simplified case. In this article we simply keep the principal symbol,235

which amounts to truncate the expansion to the first term λ+ ≈ λ+
1 .236
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2.3. Operator representation. The next step is to find a suitable operator237

related to the principal symbol λ+
1 . For the half-space problem with a uniform mean238

flow, it is natural to propose, using the inverse Fourier representation on Γ239

Op
(
λ+
1

)
=

1

1−M2
x

[
−Mxk0 + ıMx(Mτ · ∇Γ) +

√
k20 − 2ık0(Mτ · ∇Γ) + β2∆Γ

]
,

(2.6)

240
241

where ∇Γ is the surface gradient and ∆Γ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. In this242

specific situation we have Λ+ = Op
(
λ+
1

)
+ R, R ∈ OPS−∞. In the general case243

of a non-uniform mean flow, the developments reported in Appendix A show that244

mean flow variations are only involved in the first order homogeneous terms for the245

computation of the zeroth order symbol λ+
0 . At the operator level, it implies Λ+ =246

Op
(
λ+
1

)
mod OPS0, in other words both operators differ by a pseudo-differential247

operator of order 0. The same conclusion holds when Γ is a convex curved boundary248

[5].249

To summarize, we have found a general high frequency approximation of the250

outgoing characteristic Λ+ for the Pierce operator, valid for non-uniform mean flows251

in the tangent plane approximation. In a general curved boundary setting, we define252

our non-reflecting boundary condition for the outgoing wave through253

∂nu = −ıΛ+
1 u, on Γ, Λ+

1 = Op
(
λ+
1

)
.(2.7)254255

Remark. It is worth mentioning that in some situations with variable coefficients256

one can exactly match the DtN symbol expansion. This occurs for example in the257

pure Helmholtz case where the coefficients vary only along the tangential directions.258

With v0 = (0, 0, 0)T , c0(x) = c0(y, z), ρ0(x) = ρ0(y, z), the exact DtN map for the259

half-space problem is260

Λ+ =

√
k20 + ρ0∇Γ(ρ

−1
0 ∇Γ), on Γ.261

262

We will show in Section 3 that a proper discretization of this operator is equivalent to263

a block LU factorization at the continuous level in a domain decomposition context.264

2.4. Construction of the ABCs. The operator (2.6) is still non-local. We265

explain in this section how to obtain local families of ABCs, following a localization266

procedure of the square-root operator at high frequencies.267

Square-root approximation. To build a hierarchy of absorbing boundary con-268

ditions, we heavily rely on approximating the square-root function269

f(z) =
√
1 + z, z ∈ C,270271

considering the determination along the principal branch-cut line z ∈ {−1,−∞}. We272

can build approximations of f thanks to a truncated Taylor or Padé expansion around273

z = 0, which are however not valid along the branch-cut. This is problematic since274

we will see that the branch-cut line is associated to evanescent modes. Following [48]275

we circumvent this issue by introducing a rotation of the branch-cut along the ray276

R = −1 + reı(π+α), r > 0, α ∈ [0,−π], such that the approximation is done on the277

function fα(z) = eıα/2
√
e−ıα(1 + z) that we rewrite under the form278

fα(z) = eıα/2
√
1 + zα, zα = e−ıα(1 + z)− 1.279280
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DD FOR LARGE SCALE TIME-HARMONIC FLOW ACOUSTICS 7

We can now use a classic diagonal Padé or Taylor approximation of order N ∈ N,281

and denote the resulting approximation respectively fPN,α and fTN,α. We compute282

in Figure 2.1 the absolute error283 ∣∣f(x)− f{T,P}N,α(x)
∣∣ , x ∈ R,284285

and show the impact of the angle α on the approximation of f . We observe that286

choosing α = −π/2 provides an uniform approximation along the real line except287

around the singular point z = −1. For a fixed order N , the choice α = 0 leads to a288

better approximation when z > −1 but incorrectly captures the range z < −1.

−10 −5 0 5
10−8

10−3

102

x

|f
−

f
{T

,P
}N

,α
|

α = 0

−10 −5 0 5

x

α = −π/4

−10 −5 0 5

x

α = −π/2

T1

P4

P8

Fig. 2.1. Absolute error between f and f{T,P}N,α along the real line.

289

Localization of the DtN map. The outgoing wave is of different nature de-290

pending on the sign of the radicand in the principal symbol (2.5), which is directly291

linked to microlocal regimes [43]. In order to capture the different regimes in a single292

approximation we first rewrite the operator (2.6) under the form eıα/2
√
1 + Zα, where293

Zα is a second order differential operator. We have294

Λ+
1 =

−Mnk0 + ıMn(Mτ · ∇Γ) + k0e
ıα/2

√
1 + Zα

1−M2
n

, on Γ,(2.8)295

with Zα = e−ıα (1 + Z)− 1, Z = −2ı
Mτ · ∇Γ

k0
+ β2∆Γ

k20
,296

297

such that Z → 0 in the high frequency limit ω → +∞. Using the square-root approx-298

imation at the operator level, we are able to approach Λ+
1 for both the evanescent299

and propagative parts of the spectrum when α ∈ (0,−π). This localization method300

allows to maintain a sparse discrete system once the operator is discretized with finite301

elements. The resulting local ABCs will be referred to as Taylor or Padé ABCs, called302

respectively ABCTN,α and ABCPN,α.303

2.5. Validation for a strong uniform mean flow. The variational formula-304

tion associated to a Pierce boundary value problem is found by using Green’s formula305

for the material derivative. For any test function v ∈ V , where V ⊂ H1(Ω), we obtain306 ∫
Ω

[
1

ρ0
∇u · ∇v − 1

ρ0c20

D0u

Dt

D0v

Dt

]
dΩ+

∫
∂Ω

[
v0 · n
ρ0c20

D0u

Dt
− 1

ρ0

∂u

∂n

]
v ds = 0,307

308
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where v is the complex conjugate, and we assumed no volume sources for conciseness.309

A total flux formulation is chosen to keep the formulation symmetric, see [9] for310

alternative definitions. Expanding the boundary term on the non-reflecting boundary311

Γ reads312

v0 · n
ρ0c20

D0u

Dt
− 1

ρ0

∂u

∂n
= ρ−1

0 ık0Mnu+ ρ−1
0 MnMτ

∂u

∂τ
− ρ−1

0

(
1−M2

n

) ∂u

∂n
.(2.9)313

314

Replacing the normal derivative by the approximate DtN map Λ+
1 from (2.8) results315

in an important simplification of the boundary integral:316 ∫
Γ

[
v0 · n
ρ0c20

D0u

Dt
− 1

ρ0

∂u

∂n

]
v ds =

∫
Γ

ıeıα/2ρ−1
0 k0

√
1 + Zαu v ds.(2.10)317

318

We immediately note that the ABC can be implemented in the same way as in the319

Helmholtz case [15, 67], albeit with an adjustment of the operator Zα. We then320

follow the usual implementation of high-order ABCs such as presented in [49]. In321

particular we introduce N auxiliary fields for the implementation of the Padé-based322

ABCs. Substituting the first order Taylor approximation Λ+
1 ≈ ABCT1,α in (2.10)323

leads a simple second order boundary operator324 ∫
Γ

[
ıρ−1

0 k0 cos(α/2) + ρ−1
0 e−ıα/2

(
Mτ∇Γ + ı

β2

2k0
∆Γ

)]
u v ds,325

326

which, after using Green’s formula for the Laplace-Beltrami operator, can be readily327

implemented using the existing finite element mass and stiffness matrices. The for-328

mulation for Padé-based ABC is described in [44, Section 1.3.4.3]. The variational329

formulation is then discretized with a p-FEM conformal H1-basis using integrated330

Legendre polynomials [61].331

Free field propagation. For the validation, we consider a radiating point source332

in a uniform mean flow located at xs, with the mean flow density and speed of333

sound set to unity. The exact solution is known through the Prandtl-Lorentz-Glauert334

transformation [34]335

u(x) =
1

β
G (|x′ − x′

s|, ω′) e
ik0(M·x)

β2 , x′ = x+
(M · x)
β(1 + β)

M , ω′ =
ω

β
,336

337

where G is the usual Green kernel of the Helmholtz equation written in transformed338

coordinates. We solve the problem in two-dimensions using the finite element library339

GmshFEM [59]. The computational domain is a disk of unit radius, and the ABC is340

applied on the outer circular boundary. A Dirac source is applied at the origin. We341

measure the relative L2-error with respect to the analytical solution in the restricted342

domain Ω2h = Ω\B2h(xs), where B2h(xs) is the ball of radius 2h centered at the343

origin of the source xs, with h the typical mesh size. The mesh is refined by a factor344

5 around the point source. The polynomial order p of the shape functions is increased345

consistently with the Mach number in order to leverage the pollution effect. We346

denote dλ = 2πp
k0h

(1−M) the number of points per wavelength, that we fix to dλ = 8.347

Since we deal with a purely propagative problem, there is no evanescent modes hitting348

the boundary Γ and we set α = 0 for the ABCs.349

The real part of the solution at M = 0.95 is reported in Fig 2.2 as well as the350

relative L2-error as a function of the Mach number. The flow angle has been fixed to351

θ = π/4, and we have Mx = M cos(θ),My = M sin(θ). The relative error stays below352
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1% for a Mach number close to 1 using a fourth-order Padé approximation, thanks to353

the combination of the high-order discretization basis and absorbing boundary condi-354

tion. We have observed very little dependency to θ in our numerical results. A poor355

approximation of the square-root operator is only able to deal with low to moderate356

Mach numbers. The second order operator ABCT1,0 provides a reasonably accurate357

ABC for moderate Mach numbers at no supplementary numerical cost, which we358

keep in mind for domain decomposition. We recall that including additional curva-359

ture terms would largely improve the precision of the ABCs, especially at low Mach360

number [44].361

(a) Real part of the solution, M = 0.95
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ABCT1,0

ABCP4,0

(b) Relative L2-errors (in %)

Fig. 2.2. Numerical solution and relative ABC errors with α = 0 at k0 = 6π as a function of
the Mach number.

3. Optimized Schwarz methods for flow acoustics.362

3.1. General framework. We describe in this section the optimized Schwarz363

formulation applied to the Pierce operator. Optimized Schwarz methods are a gen-364

eral framework for domain decomposition [27], and can be naturally extended to flow365

acoustics as initiated in [39, 68]. We hereafter use the notations and formalism follow-366

ing [6, 15]. Let us consider a non-overlapping partition of the computational domain367

Ω =
⋃

i Ωi, i ∈ D := {1, · · · , Ndom}, with Ωi

⋂
Ωj = ∅, i ̸= j. Each surface Γ where a368

boundary condition is imposed is decomposed as Γi = Γ
⋂

∂Ωi. For a given subdomain369

we denote the indices of connected subdomains by Di := {j ∈ D; j ̸= i; Σji ̸= 0}.370

For each j ∈ Di, we define the interface that is shared between two subdomains371

Σij = Σji = ∂Ωi

⋂
∂Ωj . The outward oriented normal to a subdomain Ωi, respec-372

tively Ωj , is denoted ni, respectively nj . The starting point is the Pierce radiation373

boundary value problem in each subdomain for the unknown ui = u|Ωi
374 

−ρ0
D
Dt

(
1

ρ2
0c

2
0

D
Dtui

)
+∇ ·

(
1
ρ0
∇ui

)
= 0 in Ωi,

ρ−1
0 (1−M2

n) (∂niui + ıSiui) = gij on Σij ,
ρ−1
0 (1−M2

n) (∂ni
ui + ıΛ+ui) = 0 on Γ∞

i .

(3.1)375

376

where we have set M2
n := M2

ni
= M2

nj
. The non-reflecting boundary condition on377

Γ∞
i is imposed through the DtN map Λ+ on Γ∞ as described in Section 2. The378

operator Si is the transmission operator, which will be discussed in the next section.379

The interfaces unknowns gij are created locally for each connected subdomain. They380
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are duplicated, including at cross-points, and can be seen as Lagrange multipliers.381

The interface coupling is found by eliminating the normal derivatives on a common382

interface Σij using ∂ni
ui = −∂nj

ui. We proceed as in the Helmholtz case [15, 67] and383

find the surface interface coupling for each subdomain i ∈ D384

gij + gji = ıρ−1
0 (1−M2

n)(Si + Sj)ui, on Σij , ∀j ∈ Di,(3.2)385386

where Sj is the transmission operator related to Ωj . The parallel strategy is performed387

following an iterative procedure: each subdomain Ωi is associated to a computer388

process, and computes the next (n+ 1) iterate as follows:389

• given the interface data g
(n)
ij , solve the volume problems to get u

(n+1)
i ,390

• update the interface data g
(n+1)
ji = −g

(n)
ij + ıρ−1

0 (1−M2
n)(Si + Sj)u

(n+1)
i .391

We see that a communication pass is necessary at each iteration, in which each subdo-392

main receives the interface data g
(n)
ij from its connected neighbourhoods and further393

sends g
(n+1)
ji . This strategy allows to solve volume problems of small size concurrently394

thanks to a direct solver, where the LU factorization is performed only once, and it-395

erate on a naturally distributed surface problem. If the iterative method converges,396

such a method has the potential to handle large problems at a low memory cost.397

The main concern remains to find appropriate transmission operators Si and Sj to398

accelerate the convergence of the iterative solver for the interface problem. For that399

purpose we take advantage of the ABCs developed in Section 2.400

3.2. Choice of transmission operator and convergence factor for the401

half-space problem. The convergence factor in the two subdomains case is classi-402

cally analyzed by a Fourier analysis [26]. We recall the analysis since it highlights im-403

portant properties of our algorithm. Let us focus on the simple half-space setting with404

only two subdomains and a uniform mean flow with the density and speed of sound405

set to unity. We define the exchange operator Tji as the exchange of the outgoing406

trace leaving Ωi with the incoming trace coming from Ωj [55]. We write g+ij = Tjig−ji407

in order to highlight when the interface unknown is related to a trace with posi-408

tive group velocity (+) or negative group velocity (-), which is especially important409

in flow acoustics. For the first exchange operator, we have g+ij = ∂niui + ıSiui, with410

∂niui = −ıΛ+ui, and g−ji = −∂njuj+ıSiuj , that we rewrite as g
−
ji = ∂niui+ıSiui. We411

then use ∂niui = −ıΛ−ui, since (Λ+,Λ−) are respectively the outgoing and incoming412

DtN maps on Σij following Section 2. We deduce the exchange operators413

Tji = (Si − Λ+)(Si − Λ−)−1, Tij = (Sj − Λ+)(Sj − Λ−)−1,414415

where we have found the second exchange operator from the equality g+ji = Tijg−ij416

using the same reasoning. We see that the optimal transmission operator should417

be a good approximation of the outgoing DtN map, namely Λ+ ≈ Si and Λ+ ≈ Sj .418

However we cannot choose Sj = Si as it would select the wrong mean flow orientation,419

and break the well-posedness of the subproblems. We choose instead Sj based on the420

flow orientation related to the normal nj linked to Ωj , in order to guarantee that all421

subproblems solve the same boundary value problem. This amounts to apply the flow422

reversal principle. By imposing a symmetric treatment for the volume subproblems,423

we relocate the convection effects on the convergence factor.424

Let us take a concrete example in two-dimensions and choose Si = Λ+
1 from425

equation (2.8). Assuming ni = (1, 0) is the outward normal related to Ωi, we have426

Mn = Mx for Si. Since ni = −nj , we use Mn = −Mx for Sj by reversing the flow.427
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By substitution of the operators into the convergence factor in the partial Fourier428

space, we obtain429

ρ(ξ) =
√
|TjiTij |, TjiTij =

(fN,α − f)(2Mx(−k0 +Myξ) + fN,α − f)

(fN,α + f)(2Mx(−k0 +Myξ) + fN,α + f)
,430

431

where f =
√
k20 − 2k0Myξ − β2ξ2 is the symbol of the square-root operator and432

fN,α := f{T,P}N,α is its Taylor or Padé approximation. In the ideal case, or when433

fN,α is close enough to f , the convergence factor is close to zero and the algorithm434

converges in two iterations. In domain decomposition the convergence factor ρ acts435

on all the Fourier modes ξ. On the contrary to ABCs, it is here of utmost importance436

to select α ̸= 0 in order to capture both the propagative and evanescent parts of the437

spectrum. Let us compare in Figure 3.1 the theoretical convergence factor in different438

situations. We show the case of a constant mean flow M = 0.7 oriented at the angles439

θ = {0, π/4, π/2, π} relatively to the straight interface. We refer to the transmission440

operators as STN,α and SPN,α following the convention given for the ABCs in Section441

2.4. We show the performance of different transmission operators: the Després condi-442

tion ST0,0, the second order Taylor condition ST1,α with α = {−π/2,−π/4} and the443

Padé condition SP4,α with N = 4 and α = {−π/2,−π/4}.444
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θ = 0
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0
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θ = π/4

0 20 40 60 80 100
0

0.5

1

ξ

ρ

θ = π/2
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0

0.5

1

ξ
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Fig. 3.1. Convergence factor for the half-space problem for different mean flow angles at M =
0.7 and k0 = 30. Legend: ST0,0 ( ), ST1,−π/2 ( ), ST1,−π/4 ( ), SP4,−π/2 ( ),
SP4,−π/4 ( ).

The cases θ = {0, π} correspond to a flow oriented respectively along the positive445

and negative x-direction, such that My = 0. At θ = 0 inverse upstream modes are446

present in the range ξ ∈ [k0, k0/β]. The square-root approximation is not valid at the447

two extreme values, corresponding to grazing waves, resulting in two peaks at ξ = k0448

and ξ = k0/β that are delimited by black lines in Figure 3.1. The convergence factor449

is deteriorated in this regime for all our transmission operators.450

The inverse upstream regime still exists at θ = π/4 since Mx > 0, but is of451

shorter range. When Mx ≤ 0 the convergence factor is smaller than for Mx > 0,452

for which we observe a similar behaviour to the Helmholtz case [15]. The second453

order Taylor approximation with α = −π/2 provides the best trade-off between the454
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attenuation of propagative and evanescent modes. It is an interesting operator since455

no additional cost is required for its implementation. In the Helmholtz case it shows456

very close performance to the second order optimized condition O02 [26]. For the457

half-space problem, Padé-based transmission operators reach arbitrary precision away458

from grazing modes.459

3.3. A quasi-optimal algorithm for simple partitions. The optimized Schwarz460

algorithm is implemented in GmshDDM, a lightweight domain decomposition library461

written in C++ built on top of the finite element library GmshFEM [59], which is itself462

based on Gmsh [29]. Many flow acoustics benchmarks are freely available for testing.463

We here highlight the performance of the transmission operators on academic exam-464

ples, and refer to Section 4 for more details regarding its usage in a HPC context.465

Regarding the iterative procedure, we compute at each iteration the absolute and466

relative residual of the interface problem. We set our convergence criterion to a rela-467

tive residual of rI = 10−6. When the exact solution of the problem is not available,468

we compute the relative L2-error with a usual finite element computation without469

domain decomposition, referred to as relative mono-domain L2-error. In each case we470

verify that the interface residual is of same order of magnitude as the mono-domain471

error.472

Guided propagation in uniform mean flow. Let us consider a multi-modal473

acoustic propagation in a straight waveguide geometry in a uniform mean flow only474

oriented along the x-direction, that is My = 0. The waveguide is a rectangular475

geometry of size [0, L]× [0, H] with L = 1 and H = 0.5. It is decomposed into equally476

spaced subdomains separated by straight interfaces at fixed x-positions. We use a477

superposition of the 30 first transverse modes of unit amplitude as input boundary478

condition at {x = 0}. A perfectly matched layer (PML) is set as output boundary479

condition at {x = L}. For the moment we perform the partitioning such that the480

interfaces do not pass through the PML. Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions481

are set on the upper and lower waveguide walls. The exact solution is available by482

modal superposition.483

The problem is discretized using quadrilateral elements of typical size h and a484

p-FEM basis. We use dλ = 12 according to the definition provided in Section 2.5. We485

report in Table 3.1 the number of GMRES and Jacobi iterations to reach an interface486

residual of rI = 10−6.487

Table 3.1
Number of GMRES (Jacobi) iterations at Mx = −0.7 (left) and Mx = 0.7 (right) when changing

the number of subdomains. Simulation parameters: dλ = 12, p = 4, k0 = 30 (dnc: did not converge).

Ndom ST0,0 ST1,−π/4 SP8,−π/4

4 28 (dnc) 19 (20) 3 (3)
8 61 (dnc) 43 (117) 7 (7)
16 155 (dnc) 87 (dnc) 15 (15)

Ndom ST0,0 ST1,−π/4 SP8,−π/4

4 49 (dnc) 45 (dnc) 3 (3)
8 117 (dnc) 97 (dnc) 7 (7)
16 268 (dnc) 197 (dnc) 17 (45)

We observe that convergence is harder to achieve when Mx > 0 due to inverse488

upstream modes, in particular when Mx is large. The Padé conditions are very489

effective in this case since they can approximate the exact DtN map up to arbitrary490

precision on a straight interface. We observe indeed convergence in Ndom iterations491

with a Jacobi solver. The GMRES solver accelerates the convergence of the algorithm492

even if some transmission conditions do not converge with the Jacobi solver.493
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Guided propagation without flow in a layered media. For the second494

example we point out that the transmission operators are also suitable for a class of495

problems with variable coefficients, according to the ABC performance conducted in496

[45]. We select a normalized layered mean density and speed of sound497

ρ0(y) =

{
1.25, y ∈ [0, H/2]
0.5, y ∈ [H/2, H]

, c0(y) =

{
0.5, y ∈ [0, H/2]
2, y ∈ [H/2, H]

.498
499

Such a situation is encountered for turbofan exhaust acoustic radiation, see Section500

4. The input is the cosine function uin(y) = cos(2πy/H), and the duct is terminated501

again by a PML that approximates the outgoing solution, which is validated using a502

mode-by-mode analysis. The key to achieve rapid convergence is to correctly localize503

the square-root operator. We follow an idea used in one-way modeling [42], which504

consists in expressing equation (2.3) as follows505

Λ+ = ω
√
1 + Z, Z = (c−2

0 − 1) +∇Γ(ρ
−1
0 ∇Γ)/ω

2,(3.3)506507

for which we further apply the branch-cut rotation technique from Section (2.4).508

This operator encodes the exact DtN map for the half-space problem, and results509

in a correct clustering of the eigenvalues [44]. We report in Figure 3.2 the number510

of iterations as a function of the angular frequency to achieve convergence up to511

rI = 10−6 for various transmission operators. Since we do not have an exact solution512

for this problem the convergence is verified by computing the relative mono-domain513

L2-error.514

(a) Real part of the solution at ω = 120.
Black lines delimit the subdomains.
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(b) Number of GMRES iterations to reach rI =
10−6.

Fig. 3.2. Converged numerical solution and iteration count when varying ω for the operators
ST0,0 ( ), ST1,−π/4 ( ) and SP8,−π/4 ( ). Simulation parameters: Ndom = 8, dλ =
12, p = 4.

With the Padé transmission operator, we observe that the number of iterations515

is close to the number of subdomains, which suggests that we have found the block516

LU factorization at the continuous level. The relative mono-domain L2-error indeed517

reaches 10−3 % after Ndom iterations, even with a Jacobi solver. The second order518

Taylor condition gives reasonable results. Fewer iterations are required when the519

second order transmission operator is used under the form (3.3).520

Free field propagation. The last academic example is the point source radi-521

ation problem considered in Section 2.5. We split the domain into concentric disks522

of equal area, such as there are no cross-points, see Figure 3.3. We discuss the case523

of arbitrary partitioning in Section 4.1. We use again a PML as outgoing boundary524
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condition. The mesh is refined by a factor 5 around the point source. As in Section525

2.5 the shape functions polynomial order is increased steadily with the Mach number.526

The mesh density is fixed to dλ = 8 for the shortest wavelength.527

(a) Real part of the solution after 4
iterations at M = 0.95 using S8,−π/2.
Black lines delimit the partitioning.
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Jacobi (dotted) solvers.

Fig. 3.3. Numerical solution, iteration count as a function of the Mach number, and residual
history for various transmission operators. Simulation parameters: k0 = 6π, θ = π/4, dλ = 8,
Ndom = 5.

Figure 3.3 shows the real part of the solution after the fourth GMRES iteration for528

the condition SP8,−π/2 with Ndom = 5 at M = 0.95, θ = π/4. We immediately see the529

good accuracy of the numerical solution after a single forward sweep. The averaged530

relative L2-error with the exact solution is 1.8%, which is also the precision reached531

by the PML. We report the residual history for different transmission operators, and532

analyze the evolution of the number of iterations when varying the Mach number.533

The Padé condition shows a very fast convergence during the first iterations even534

with a Jacobi solver. The convergence is then slowed down due to the presence of535

evanescent modes on the interfaces. Using α = −π/2 instead of α = −π/4 indeed536

accelerates the speed of convergence. While the convergence of low order operators537

deteriorates at high Mach numbers when M > 0.8, Padé conditions are more robust538

and can almost maintain a constant number of iterations up to M = 0.95. Further539

tests show that Padé conditions are little sensitive to dλ and k0, as observed in the540

Helmholtz case [15].541

Conclusion. In this section we have analyzed the convergence of the optimized542

Schwarz method for a class of academic problems with strong convection and variable543

coefficients. The proposed transmission operators perform well for unbounded waveg-544

uide and free field problems, where we have found quasi-optimal local operators in the545

spirit of [19, 47]. In particular, the second order Taylor operator is interesting for its546

low computational cost and straightforward implementation, albeit more iterations.547

4. Industrial applications and high-performance computing. We now ad-548

dress the development and application of the domain decomposition method in an549

industrial context, with the final aim to solve large scale problems on a distributed550

multi-core architecture. We recall that the available computer memory is the main551

bottleneck preventing the simulation of high frequency problems in the industry. We552
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first explain how to adapt the domain decomposition methodology to industrial prob-553

lems. We then briefly present two industrial benchmarks and assess the parallel554

scalability of our solver.555

4.1. A robust domain decomposition methodology. We have seen in the556

previous sections that the domain decomposition algorithm could be quasi-optimal for557

relatively simple partition boundaries shapes. For industrial cases we must however558

find a systematic way to partition a given computational domain, that might be559

already meshed, while ensuring a good load balancing of the subproblems unknowns.560

We resort to the automatic graph partitioner METIS [36] for the generation of the561

subdomains, allowing a fully automatic method. It is set to minimize the size of the562

interface problem, and has a connectivity graph of O(N1/d) in d dimension, which563

drives the communication speed between subdomains. While the approach is very564

attractive at the industrial level, it also has drawbacks that affects the convergence of565

the iterative method. The first one is the presence of cross-points. Cross-points are a566

well-known theoretical and numerical issue for domain decomposition methods, and567

is an active topic of research [16, 18]. By construction of our method, we duplicate all568

the interface unknowns at the cross-points and do not apply any treatment on them.569

In practice it has the effect to slow down the convergence of the iterative solver.570

The second issue is non-smooth interface boundaries: using an automatic partitioner571

generates broken line interfaces, which deteriorates the quality of our transmission572

operators that are developed for smooth interfaces. Note that the interfaces are now573

cutting through the PMLs. Evanescent modes will propagate in these layers, and are574

naturally taken into account in our transmission conditions. The convergence to the575

mono-domain solution is still ensured, see also [50].576

In order to see how such a partitioning impacts the iterative method, we reproduce577

in Figure 4.1 the free field propagation case from Figure 3.3 but using an arbitrary578

partitioning. We observe that the transmission operators still converge reasonably579

well, but that the Padé based conditions loose robustness with respect to the Mach580

number, frequency and mesh size. The second order Taylor condition here converges581

in a comparable number of iterations as the Padé condition. The former is hence582

more efficient since it has a lower computational cost, and is also easier to implement.583

The choice α = −π/2 seems to be the best trade-off in such situations, where the584

high-order evanescent modes living on the interfaces dominate the overall error for585

small values of the interface residual.586
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(a) Variation of dλ at k0 = 2π ( ), k0 = 6π
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Fig. 4.1. Number of GMRES iterations to reach rI = 10−6 for the point source free field
problem with arbitrary partitioning and Ndom = 16.

In such a case the theoretical analysis is more difficult, and we view the transmis-587
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sion operators as a preconditioner for the interface problem. The same observations588

hold in 3D, with a stronger dependency of the number of iterations with respect to589

the parameters k0, dλ and M .590

To summarize, we improve the robustness of our approach at the price of com-591

plicated interface geometries, where quasi-optimal transmission conditions are much592

harder to design. Nevertheless, second-order conditions perform reasonably well in593

this context, and we will use the transmission operator ST1,−π/2 in the rest of the594

article.595

4.2. Aeroengine intake and exhaust acoustic radiation benchmarks.596

Engine noise is one of the most important acoustic source from modern commercial597

aircraft. On modern high by-pass ratio engines, sound is radiated by the inlet fan,598

by-pass duct and hot jet exhaust. These source of noise must be reduced especially599

during landing and take-off for health and environmental purposes.600

The Pierce operator has recently been advocated to simulate such problems [62],601

which has been shown to be a reasonable alternative to the Linearized Euler Equations602

especially in the high frequency regime [37]. A preliminary step is to compute a steady603

mean flow for a given flight configuration, which is performed by an external solver.604

We consider the approach and sideline configurations, representing respectively the605

landing and take-off flight phases, to simulate respectively the sound propagating in606

a hot jet exhaust and turbofan intake. For the intake problem [25], a compressible,607

potential mean flow is solved from a non-linear Poisson problem [28]. The computed608

flow presents smooth variations but shows a strong Mach number reaching values up609

to M ≈ 0.8 in the throat of the nacelle, see Figure 4.2a. For the exhaust problem610

[32], a Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation was run.The mean flow611

is no more potential due to the mixing of the cold and hot jets. The Mach number612

shown in Figure 4.2b is moderate but the mean speed of sound and density exhibit613

strong variations, taking the form of a layered profile as presented in Figure 3.2. In614

order to avoid acoustic instabilities the mean flow boundary layer is removed as a615

pre-processing step [71]. Finally the pre-computed quantities c0, ρ0,v0 are mapped616

on the acoustic mesh using a simple linear interpolation.617

(a) Intake (b) Exhaust

Fig. 4.2. Mach number in the xy-plane for the intake problem at sideline configuration and
exhaust problem at approach configuration

For a given mean flow, the Pierce boundary value problem can be set up. For618

the turbofan intake problem, tonal noise is generated at multiples of the so-called619

blade passing frequency (bpf). A fixed annular duct mode of azimuthal and radial620

orders (m,n) is used to model the acoustic source on the fan face surface. The621
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modal order to be used at the bpf is given by the number of fan blades following622

the Tyler-Sofrin analogy [69]. An acoustic lining treatment is set on the walls of the623

nacelle duct. It models the acoustic absorption of a micro perforated plate panel624

backed by an air cavity, and is described by a complex-valued acoustic impedance625

Z(ω). The impedance is described by the Ingard-Myers boundary condition [52], and626

implemented following [24, 37]. In practice the acoustic liner has the effect to broaden627

the acoustic spectrum and creates back-reflected waves [58]. Finally a cylindrical628

version of the perfectly matched layer [46] truncates the exterior domain. A PML is629

also used for the input boundary condition in order to both impose the annular mode630

and absorb back-reflected waves.631

For the exhaust problem we impose a plane wave in the heated core jet, using again632

a PML on the reflected field. A cylindrical version of the PML truncates the exterior633

domain. Both benchmarks have been validated in a two-dimensional, axi-symmetric634

setting, which are used for a qualitative comparison with the three-dimensional cases.635

We refer to [25] and [35, 66] for more details on the benchmarks and their applications.636

4.3. Solving large scale problems. In this last section we discuss the scala-637

bility of our solver and illustrate its capability on high frequency problems.638

Parallel algorithm and scalability. Let us describe the parallel procedure used639

in our domain decomposition library GmshDDM. All the computations are performed640

in double-precision. The high-level algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.1. We641

assign one subdomain to a computer process, and use multi-threading per subdomain.642

After the assembly, the LU factorization is performed once by MUMPS [2], where we use643

the default sparse solver. We enter the iterative solver where we rely on the PETSc644

GMRES implementation. We have modified the matrix-vector product thanks to a645

matrix free PETSc shell [8]. In our custom matrix-vector product we i) receive and646

send at each iteration the local interface unknowns gij to the connected subdomains647

using asynchronous MPI communication, and ii) solve the subdomains volume and648

surface problems using the initial LU factorization.649

Algorithm 4.1 Domain decomposition algorithm for the subdomain Ωi

1. Initialization: read mesh and interpolate mean flow
2. Assembly: assemble the finite element matrix with GmshFEM,
3. Factorization: call MUMPS and run a sparse LU decomposition for the volume

subproblem,
4. Surface Assembly: assemble the surface interface problem,
5. Iterative solver: enter GMRES for the interface problem. At each iteration do

until convergence:
(a) receive gij and send the updated data gji to the connected subdomains,
(b) compute the local matrix-vector product,

6. Post-processing

We have measured the weak scalability of our solver for a fixed number of itera-650

tions, and a problem size of roughly 800 000 unknowns per subdomain. We observed651

80% scalability up to 1024 MPI processes for a total of 16 384 cores. One of the scala-652

bility limitation is the load balancing of the unknowns by the graph partitioner. With653

1024 subdomains we observed a 40% relative memory increase in the peak memory654

usage over all the processes.655

For a small number of large subdomains, the computational most intensive task is656

the time and memory used for the LU factorization, which scales as O(m2N) with m657

the bandwidth of the matrix and N its size. On the contrary, with a large number of658
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small subdomains the most computational intensive task is the iterative solver, since659

the number of iterations scales as O(N
1/3
dom) in 3D. However the memory footprint of660

the iterative solver is low since it acts on a lower dimensional problem. An efficient661

computation relies on a trade-off between the total number of subdomains and the662

size of each subdomain, which is driven by the available computational resources.663

A high frequency solver. We first solve a small and moderate size problem664

for respectively the intake and exhaust benchmarks, containing respectively around665

25 and 50 wavelengths in the domain. The total problem size is respectively 10 and666

86 millions of unknowns using basis functions of polynomial order p = 4, see Table667

4.1. The intake case is solved at the first blade passing frequency f = 1300 Hz for

Table 4.1
Total problem size for the intake and exhaust problems used for the strong scalability assessment.

The p-FEM order is set to 4. nnz: number of non-zeros entries.

Frequency [Hz] unknowns nnz memory (est.) tetra

Intake 1300 10M 730M 740Gb 890k
Exhaust 2×7497 86M 6.3B ≈ 10Tb 7.7M

668

the annular mode (24, 0) imposed on the fan face, and the exhaust is solved at the669

frequency f = 2× 7497 Hz for the plane wave mode (0, 0) imposed at the end of the670

heated core duct. We solve both problems and vary the number of MPI processes.671

The number of iterations and maximum peak memory usage over the MPI processes672

are reported in Figure 4.3. We have added estimations for the exhaust problem673

when computational resources were too much demanding, in particular the memory674

estimation was performed during the MUMPS analysis phase. A direct solver for the675

exhaust problem would require around 10 Tb of memory for an in-core factorization.676
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Fig. 4.3. Strong scalability assessment. Iteration count and peak memory usage for the intake
problem at 1300 Hz, and exhaust problem at 2×7497 Hz. Dashed lines are estimated data.

For a low number of MPI processes, we observe a superlinear scaling in terms of677

computational time and memory, since the most demanding task is the LU factoriza-678

tion. For example the exhaust problem was solved in 7 minutes with 256 MPIs with679

a peak memory usage of 16.1 Gb per process, highlighting the speed and low-memory680

footprint of the method. Beyond a certain number of subdomains the volume sub-681

problems are too small and there is no further gain from domain decomposition, which682
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can be noticed from the peak memory consumption in Figure 4.3b. The peak memory683

becomes bounded by the pre-processing and assembly phases, and the solving time is684

bounded by the iterative solver. Note that with 1024 MPIs the interface problem for685

the exhaust case totalizes 12 millions unknowns, but a memory footprint of less than686

1 Gb and a timing of 0.4 seconds per iteration on eight CPU threads.687

We continue and attempt to solve larger size problems. We set the intake problem688

at 5 times the blade passing frequency, f = 6500 Hz, for the input mode (48, 0) using689

basis functions of order p = 6, corresponding to a three-dimensional simulation of690

roughly 125×100×100 wavelengths in the computational domain. We split the domain691

into 1024 subdomains, such that each subdomain contains approximately one million692

unknowns. The global mesh is composed of 30 millions tetrahedra. The problem size693

and timing are shown in Table 4.2. The algorithm converged to a relative residual of694

rI = 10−4 in 1293 iterations for a total solving time of 3 hours and 48 minutes. Note695

that the large input frequency increases the number of GMRES iterations because of696

the strong indefiniteness of the problem. The real part of the solution is shown in697

Figure 4.4. Strong variations of the wavelength can be observed in the throat of the698

nacelle.699

Table 4.2
Total problem size and computational data for the intake problem at 5 bpf (f = 6500 Hz)

Cores (MPI×threads) unknowns nnz peak memory pre-pro GMRES It

1024×20 1.1B 167B 70Gb 24min 3h24min 1293

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.4. Real part of the solution at 5 bpf (6500 Hz), cut view of the meshed partitions, and
zoom in the throat of the nacelle

We also solve the exhaust benchmark set at the input frequency f = 40 kHz with700

basis function of order p = 4. The mesh is composed of 122 millions tetrahedra, and701

the shortest wavelength is discretized with approximately 6.7 degrees of freedom. The702
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computational domain is partitioned into 4096 subdomains, each containing approxi-703

mately 320 000 unknowns. The algorithm reached a relative residual of rI = 10−4 in704

15 minutes and 555 iterations, see Table 4.3. The real part of the solution is shown in705

Figure 4.5. We observe guided propagation and a shortening of the wavelength in the706

bypass duct, as well as the wave refraction through the shear layer that impacts the707

acoustic radiation in the far field. As for the intake problem, we observed convergence708

slowdowns when increasing the input frequency, in particular for small values of the709

relative residual.710

We ran the exhaust benchmark with 4096 MPIs for the frequencies 20, 30, 40711

and 50 kHz. All reached a relative residual of rI = 10−4 within 1000 iterations, but712

required respectively 1400, 3400, 6600 and 7500 GMRES iterations to reach rI =713

10−6. Future research should investigate the introduction of a suitable coarse space714

to precondition the global interface problem. It could rely on interfaces plane waves715

[56], two-level methods [14], or a high-frequency solver for the eikonal equation.

Table 4.3
Total problem size and computational data for the exhaust problem at f = 40 kHz.

Cores (MPI×threads) unknowns nnz peak memory pre-pro GMRES It

4096×16 1.3B 96B 18.4Gb 1min 14min 555

716

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.5. Real part of the solution at 40 kHz, cut view of the meshed partitions, and zoom in
the bypass duct.

5. Conclusion and perspectives. We have presented a hybrid direct-iterative717

distributed memory solver for realistic time-harmonic flow acoustic problems governed718

by the Pierce operator. Our solver is based on a non-overlapping optimized Schwarz719

method which is suitable for large scale high frequency problems that would require720

too much memory for direct solvers. The method is fully automatic and scales up721

to thousands of MPI processes, allowing to solve problems with more than a billion722

of high-order unknowns. These achievements were possible thanks to theoretical and723
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computational contributions. On the one hand, we designed ABCs that are robust724

at Mach numbers close to 1 on arbitrary convex boundary shape. This led us to725

propose suitable transmission operators for a class of open problems with strong non-726

uniform mean flows. On the other hand, a high-performance framework for domain727

decomposition has been developed in the GmshDDM software, allowing an easy setting of728

industrial problems. Many improvements are already possible. At the solver level one729

may add p-order adaptivity, solve the interface problem on GPUs and use Block-Low730

Rank factorization for the subproblems. Regarding convergence, the use of overlap731

and PML-based transmission operator could be beneficial. A coarse space should be732

investigated to improve the scalability of the iterative solver. A promising perspective733

is to partition the computational domain with straight partitions directly through734

the computational mesh, and embed transmission operators as immersed boundaries.735

This could be coupled with advanced discretization methods such as the hybrid high-736

order, hybridisable discontinuous Galerkin or wave-based Treffz methods.737

Finally, let us mention that domain decomposition methods are strongly linked to738

the physics of the problem, which makes this class of methods less robust than direct739

solvers. In addition domain decomposition methods require more investigations to740

efficiently address multiple right-hand-side.741

Appendix A. Formal factorization of the Pierce operator. We present742

the calculations leading to the system for the operator equation (2.4). The factoriza-743

tion (2.1) is expanded as744

P∗u = ∂2
x + ı

(
Λ+ + Λ−) ∂x + ıOp

{
∂xλ

+
}
− Λ−Λ+ +R,(A.1)745746

R ∈ OPS−∞. We then develop the Pierce operator as747

P = − 1

ρ0c20

D2

Dt2
− ρ0

(
v0 · ∇

(
1

ρ20c
2
0

))
D

Dt
+∇ ·

(
1

ρ0
∇
)
,748

749

and expand the double material derivative as follows750

D2

Dt2
= −ω2 + 2ıω v0 · ∇+ v0 ·

(
(vT

0 H)T + ∂V0∇
)
,751

H =

 ∂2
x ∂2

xy ∂2
xz

∂2
yx ∂2

y ∂2
yz

∂2
zx ∂2

zy ∂2
z

 , ∂V0 =

∂x(vx) ∂x(vy) ∂x(vz)
∂y(vx) ∂y(vy) ∂y(vz)
∂z(vx) ∂z(vy) ∂z(vz)

 ,752

753

where H is the Hessian matrix that applies to a wavefield u, and v0 = (vx, vy, vz)
T . In754

that way we are able to isolate the contribution coming from the x-derivative, which is755

the normal derivative in a half-space setting. By identification of the first and zeroth756

order normal derivatives with (A.1), we form the system757

{
ı (Λ+ + Λ−) = 1

1−M2
x
(A1 +A0)

iOp {∂xλ+} − Λ−Λ+ = 1
1−M2

x
(B2 + B1)

,758

759
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with the differential operators760

A1 = −2ık0Mx − 2Mx(My∂y +Mz∂z),761

A0 = −v0

c20
·
(
∇(vx) + ρ20∇

(
ρ−2
0 c−2

0

)
vx
)
+ ρ0∂x(ρ

−1
0 ),762

B2 = k20 − 2ık0(My∂y +Mz∂z) + (1−M2
y )∂

2
y + (1−M2

z )∂
2
z ,763

B1 = −v0

c20
·
[
∇(vy)∂y +∇(vz)∂z + ρ20∇

(
ρ−2
0 c−2

0

)
(vy∂y + vz∂z + ıω)

]
764

+ ρ0∂y
(
ρ−1
0

)
∂y + ρ0∂z

(
ρ−1
0

)
∂z,765766

where we recall k0 = ω/c0. Each operator is indexed by its degree of homogeneity767

with respect to (ω, ∂y, ∂z). Finally we eliminate Λ− from the system and obtain the768

operator equation769

(1−M2
x)

(
(Λ+)2 + ıOp{∂xλ+}

)
+ ı(A1 +A0)(Λ

+) = (B2 + B1).770771

We can readily find Λ− through772

Λ− = −ı
1

1−M2
x

(A1 +A0)− Λ+.773
774

Reproducibility. The source code to reproduce the results from Section 2 is775

available at https://gitlab.onelab.info/gmsh/fem, in the folder776

examples/helmholtzFlow/freefield. The results from Section 3 are available at777

https://gitlab.onelab.info/gmsh/ddm, in the folders778

examples/helmholtzflow/waveguide, examples/helmholtz/waveguide and779

examples/helmholtzflow/freefield. The intake problem from Section 4 is avail-780

able in examples/helmholtzflow/nacelle3D. Instructions are provided in the cor-781

responding README.md files.782
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